DuoFLEX®
MRI Coil Suite

Flexible coils that contour to your patient and your budget.
DuoFLEX® MRI Coil Suite contours to your patient and your budget while meeting or exceeding imaging needs.

The DuoFLEX® MRI Coil Suite offers flexibility without compromise. The coil suite includes two 10cm and two 24cm flex coils which provide versatility to the technician and comfort for the patient. DuoFLEX technology supports high-resolution imaging radiologists can depend on to make accurate diagnoses. Dual coil sizes afford maximum signal-to-noise benefit as 24 cm or 10cm coils fit even the hardest-to-scan anatomy of adult and pediatric patients. *If you can imagine it – you can scan it.*

The budgetary benefits of the DuoFLEX MRI Coil Suite are varied. DuoFLEX MRI Coil Suite meets multiple fiscal demands:

- **Extend the life of your older MRI assets** by replacing old coils at an affordable cost and defer large capital expenditures.
- **Increase efficiency and throughput** with one coil suite which performs a wide variety of applications.
- **Accommodate your budget** with flexible payment and rental options.
- **Add new studies** by scanning large or atypical anatomy that may not fit your old, rigid coils.
Stakeholder satisfaction

SEE WHAT YOU NEED TO SEE, WHEN YOU NEED TO SEE IT
Achieve definitive diagnoses on sub-optimal anatomy and hard-to-scan patients. The DuoFLEX® MRI Coil Suite acquires the quality images you need time after time, while maximizing patient comfort.

“With the superior image quality that DuoFLEX® delivers on our musculoskeletal imaging, I can be very definitive with my final diagnosis.”

- Jacob Walsh, MD
IMPROVE YOUR BOTTOM LINE
Replace multiple costly coils with one DuoFLEX® MRI Coil Suite. DuoFLEX® extends the life of your MRI equipment, increases productivity, and delivers a quantifiable ROI. You will measurably – and cost effectively – improve efficiency and the standard of care for your patients.

“Since implementing DuoFLEX® we are performing approximately 10 additional studies per month. Our market’s specialty practices who own their own scanners view us as a complement to their services now that they see the capabilities of DuoFLEX.”
- Kevin Oliver, Director of MRI

Benefits of DuoFLEX flexible coils

Adaptability. Scan larger patients that don’t fit traditional rigid coils and scan pediatric patients as well.

Comfort. Longer cables enable scanning flexibility such as placing wrists and elbows at the patient’s side versus the “Superman” position.

Visibility. Hi-res, small field of view delivered with 10cm flex paddles.

Value. One suite can replace multiple anatomy-specific coils.

Productivity. With effective scheduling, you can reduce exam preparation time by leaving DuoFLEX in place for multiple, sequential studies.

Convenience. Ability to bring the coils to the anatomy versus the anatomy to the coils.
Flexible purchase options

**Budget – Capital Hardware Purchase**
When your needs match your budget cycle, purchase DuoFLEX® MRI Coil Suite as capital hardware.

**36-month Installment Program**
You’ve got budget approval but want to allocate payments over a 36-month, low-interest purchase plan; financed directly with MR Instruments.

**Rental Program**
The DuoFLEX® rental program offers an immediate implementation solution without time or financial commitment. If you like the product, you can apply twelve months of rental payments toward a capital purchase.

---

**DRIVING EFFICIENCY & QUALITY PATIENT CARE**
Manage daily scheduling and throughput while ensuring patient comfort is your highest priority. Spend less time between scans replacing and preparing different surface coils and produce more high-quality, diagnostic images.

“*These are the best coils I have ever used in terms of image quality, versatility and speed of scanning. DuoFLEX is capable of scanning most anything that will fit into its field of view.*”

- Grant Thompson, MRI Technologist
Coming soon

Today, we currently complement 1.5T GE scanners.

We’re excited to announce we’ll soon be launching the DuoFLEX® MRI Coil Suite for 3.0T GE scanners and 1.5T and 3.0T Siemens scanners. We’re looking forward to providing solutions for 70% of the market.

MR Instruments, Inc. is an independent designer and manufacturer of advanced MRI Radiofrequency ("RF") coils. With almost 15 years RF coil experience, we provide superior products which enhance patient engagement and decrease costs for MRI Providers.

As an MRI device manufacturer, MR Instruments has continued to improve its product line by introducing the DuoFLEX® MRI Coil Suite and DuoFLEX® Interventional Suite for 1.5T GE systems (currently).